
Lord Ganesha sitting posture
sandstone statue 29 inch
Read More
SKU: 00602
Price: ₹30,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Statues & Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Ganesha Statues
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description

Lord Ganesha sitting posture sandstone statue 2.5 ft, a beautiful idol of Lord Ganesha. Sitting in
Lalitasana, in a relishing relaxed and tranquil state of mind. Material: Odisha Sandstone
Height: 2.5 ft (approx.) Dimension (HWL): 29 x 18 x 9 inch Placing: Sitting Lord Ganesha
has seen with his unique appearances. Lalitasana mudra is one of him famous posture where he
seated on a large lotus, one leg folded and another on the ground. which portrays that a man
from the earth is not entirely from the earth. His large head symbolizes intellect. His big ears
define the importance of careful and active listening. His long trunk above the mouth depicts
one should work more, talk less. His large belly is capable of assimilating all of the good and
bad of the world and wrapping the serpent as a belt on his waist (representing the whole
cosmos which he tied up with the kundalini energy of the serpent).  The tiny eyes signify to
focus on the goal with concentration. The Ankusa clears the barrier preceded to move forward.
The noose use to apprehend the obstacle, the broken tusk is a symbol of his loyalty and
devotion. The sweet bowl is a reward for the people moving on the right path.  The mouse has
depicts the human desire and ego which need to be controlled otherwise it will create
devastation. Lord Ganesha god, is the boon granting deity. He vanquishes the fear and obstacle
from his devotee's life. He is the knowledge of all, worshiping him one will attain wisdom and
enlightenment. You will become a better person definitely by applying his lesson in your life.
Lalitasana position is the best form of the Lord to keep at home or office to bring auspiciousness
in life. Placing: By placing stone sculptures at your desire place, it generates a sense of
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awakening the soul. So right placement of the idol brings you auspicious results. The west, the
North, and the Northeast direction are best to keep at.  The idol's face always should be to the
north. And if you are placing him in the entrance make him facing inside. Care: Sandstone is a
very durable material could stand any weather condition. Periodic dusting is enough with a
broom or cloth (dry).
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